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I. Basis of the report

1 With regard to the elements of the international application (Replacement sheets which have been furnished to

the receiving Office in response to an invitation under Article 14 are referred to in this report as "originally filed

and are not annexed to this report since they do not contain amendments (Rules 70, 16 and 70. 1 7))\

Description, Pages

t -22 as originally filed

Claims, Numbers

1 .7 received on 24.1 1 .2003 with letter of 24.1 1 .2003

Drawings, Slieets

1/7-7/7 as originally filed

2 With regard to the language, all the elements marked above were available or furnished to this Authority in the

language in which the international application was filed, unless otherwise indicated under this item.

These elements were available or furnished to this Authority in the following language: ,
which is:

the language of a translation furnished for the purposes of the international search (under Rule 23.1 (b)).

the language of publication of the international application (under Rule 48.3(b)).

the language of a translation furnished for the purposes of international preliminary examination (under

Rule 55.2 and/or 55.3).

3 With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the International application, the

international preliminary examination was carried out on the basis of the sequence listing:

contained in the international application in written form.

filed together with the international application in computer readable form.

furnished subsequently to this Authority in written fomi.

furnished subsequently to this Authority in computer readable form.

The statement that the subsequently furnished written sequence listing does not go beyond the disclosure

in the International application as filed has been furnished.

The statement that the information recorded in computer readable form is identical to the written sequence

listing has been furnished.

4. The amendments have resulted in the cancellation of:

the description, pages:

the claims, Nos.:

the drawings, sheets:

Form PCT>IPEA/409 (January 2004)
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5. This report has been established as if (some of) the amendments had not been made, since they have

been considered to go beyond the disclosure as filed (Rule 70.2(c)).

(Any replacement sheet containing such amendments must be referred to under item 1 and annexed to this

report.)

6. Additional observations, If necessary:

V. Reasoned statement under Article 35(2) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;

citations and explanations supporting such statement

1. Statement

Novelty (N) Yes:

No:

Inventive step (IS) Yes:

No:

Industrial applicability (lA) Yes:

No:

2. Citations and explanations

see separate sheet

Claims 1-7

Claims

Claims 1-7

Claims

Claims 1-7

Claims

Form PCT4PEA/409 (Januaiy 2004)
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Re Item V
Reasoned statement with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial

applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

Reference is made to the following document:

D1 : US-B-6 382 3821 (COWAN RONALD THOMAS ET AL) 7 May 2002 (2002-05-07)

The subject-matter of Independent claim 1 differs from the dual connecting and

disconnecting apparatus known from document D1, which is regarded as being the

closest prior art, in that:

- among the first and second engaging devices, the friction member of the one friction

engaging device arranged on the side opposite the first direction side in the axial

direction is prevented from the first direction side from moving in the first direction by a

spacer fitted to the connecting drum so as to be non-rotatable with respect thereto, and

- the friction member on the connecting drum side of the other fri<3tion engaging device

positioned on the first direction side is fitted to the spacer so as to be non-rotatable with

respect thereto, and is prevented, along with the spacer, from moving in the first

direction by the stopper member.

The subject-matter of claim 1 is therefore new (Article 33(2) POT).

The problem to be solved by the present invention may be regarded as providing a

stopper member for the friction member of the one friction engaging device anranged on

the side opposite the first direction side which:

- leads to a reduction in the overall axial length of the connecting dmm; and

- does not interfere with the piston actuating the other friction engaging device.

The solution to this problem proposed in independent claim 1 of the present application

is considered as involving an inventive step (Article 33(3) POT) for the following

reasons:

By using the claimed spacer an-angement to prevent the friction members of the one

friction engaging device from moving in the first direction, the use of an additional snap

ring attached to the connecting drum and located between the two friction engaging

devices (as known from document D1) is not required any more to hold said friction

members in position. The axial distance between the two friction engaging devices can

Form PCT/Separale SheeV409 (Sheet 1) (EPO-Apiil 1997)
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therefore be decreased, which results in a reduction in the overall axial length of the

connecting drum.

Furthermore, if an additional snap ring is used as shown in D1 , its radial dimension

must be increased so that the snap ring can both engage with the friction members of

the one friction engaging device and be compressed in the radial direction into an

annular groove of the connecting drum without interfering with the piston of the other

friction engaging device. When the spacer arrangement is used, however, its radial

dimension only needs to be equal to the dimension required to engage the friction

members of the one friction engaging device. Therefore, the potential appearance of

interference is eliminated.

Claims 2-7 are dependent on claim 1 and as such also meet the requirements of the

PCT with respect to novelty and inventive step (Article 33(2) and (3) PCT).

Form PCT/Separate SheeV409 (Sheet 2) (EPO-Apill 1997)
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• Enclosurel^P November 24, 2003

International Application No, : PCT/IB03/02326
Applicant; TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA

Our ref . : WO 37794

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . A dual connecting and disconnecting apparatus characterized by

comprising:

a first hydraulic cylinder in which a piston is moved in a first direction

which is parallel with an axis ofthe dual comiecting and discomiecting apparatus by

supplying hydraulic fluid into a first pressure chamber

a second hydraulic cylinder which is integrally provided on a common

support member and which is concentric with the first hydraulic cylinder in a position

adjacent in the first direction to the first hydraulic cylinder, and in which a piston is moved

in the first direction by supplying hydraulic fluid into a second pressure chamber;

a cylindrical connecting drum provided on a side wall portion ofa cylinder

tube ofthe first hydraulic cylinder integrally mounted to the support member, the

connecting drum being centered aroimd the axis and extending out in the first direction;

a first fiiction engaging device positioned farther to the first direction side

than the second hydraulic cylinder, the first fiiction engaging device comprising (i) a first

fiiction member provided on the connecting drum, this connecting drum being rotatable

around the axis with respect to a first connecting member, the first fiictionmember being

non-rotatable with respect to the connecting drum, and (ii) a second fiiction member

provided on the first connecting member, the second fiiction member being non-rotatable

with respect to the first coimecting member, the first fiiction engaging device connecting

the support member with the first connecting member via the connecting drum by moving

the piston ofthe first hydraulic cylinder in the first direction and engaging the first fiiction

member ofdie connecting drum with the second fiiction member of tiie first connecting

member; and

a second fiiction ragaging device positioned farther to flie first direction

side than the second hydraulic cylinder and adjacent in die axial direction to the first

fiiction engaging device, the second fiiction engaging device comprising (i) a third fiiction

member provided on the connecting drum, this connecting drum being rotatable around the

axis with respect to a second connectingmember, the third fiiction member being non-
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rotatable with respect to the connecting drum, and (ii) a fourth friction m^ber provided

on the second connecting member, the fourth fiiction member being non-rotatable with

respect to the second cotmecting member/fhe second fiiction engaging device connecting

the support monber with the second connecting member via the connecting drum by

moving the piston ofthe second hydraulic cylinder in the first direction and engaging the

third fiictionmember of flie connecting drum with Ae fourth fiictionm^ber ofthe

second connecting monber,

in that a cylinder tube ofthe second hydraulic cylinder is provided

separately fix>m the piston ofthe first hydraulic cylinder, md is fixed integrally to the

support member, and

the first fiiction member and the second fiiction member ofthe first fiiction

engaging device and the third fiiction member and the fourth fiiction member ofthe

second fiiction engaging device are fitted into the connecting drum from an end portion

thereofon the first direction side fi^om the direction opposite the first direction, and are

prevented from moving in the first direction by a stoppermember integrally attached to the

connecting drum

wherein among the first fiiction engaging device and the second fiiction

engaging device, the fiiction member ofthe one fiiction engaging device arranged on the

side opposite the first direction side in the axial direction is prevented ftom the first

direction side, fit)m moving in tihe first direction by a spacer fitted to the connecting drum

so as to be non-rotatable with respect thereto; and

tihe fiiction member on the connecting drum side ofthe other fiiction

engaging device positioned on the first dhection side is fitted to the spacer so as to be non-

rotatable with respect thereto, and is prevented, along with the spacer, from moving in the

first direction by tiie stopper member.

2. The dual connecting and disconnecting apparatus according to claim 1

,

characterized in that:

among the first fiiction engaging device and tfie second fiiction engaging

device, the fiiction member on the connecting drum side of the one friction engaging

device arranged on the side opposite the first direction side in the axial direction is

mounted to the connecting drum so as to be non-rotatable with respect thereto; and
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the piston ofthe hydraulic cylinder that engages the friction member ofthe

other fiiction engaging device positioned on the first direction side extends through a notch

formed in the fiiction member ofthe one friction engaging device and abuts against the

fiiction member ofthe otiier fiiction engaging device.

3. The dual connecting and disconnecting apparatus according to claim 1»

characterized in that:

the first fiictionmemb« and die second fiiction member are pressed

together between the piston ofthe fiirst hydraidic cylinder and the stopper member and

engaged by moving the piston in the first direction; and

the third fiiction member and the fourth fiiction member are pressed

together between the piston ofthe first hydraulic cylinder and the stopper member via the

spacer and engaged by moving the piston in the first direction.

4. The dual connecting and disconnecting apparatus according to claims 1

or 3, characterized in that:

an annular flange bent at a substantially right angle away &om the

connecting drum so as to be substantially parallel with the fiiction m^ber ofthe one

fiiction engaging device is integrally provided on an end ofthe spacer.

5. The dual connecting and disconnecting apparatus according to any one

ofclaims 1 to 4, diaracterized in that:

the spacer is prevented from moving in the direction opposite the first

direction by an abutting portion provided integrally with tihe connecting drum so as to

allow fitting ofthe fiiction member of fiie one fiiction engaging device, and is held in

position between the abutting portion and the stopper member.

6. The dual connecting and disconnecting apparatus according to any one

ofclaims 1 to 5, characterized in that:

the support member is a rotating input shaft ofthe dual connecting and

disconnecting apparatus.
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7. The dual comiecting and disconnecting apparatus according to any one

ofclaims 1 to 6, characterized in fliat:

the first friction member and flie second friction member of the first fiiction

engaging device are provided in plurality; and

the third fiiction member and the fourth fiiction member ofthe second

fiiction engaging device are provided in plurality.


